Redeker cites ‘constituencies’

Opposes student Regent

WASHINGTON (AP) — The warehouse prices showed a 7.7 per cent rise in the past 12 months, but in the year before Presidential economic advisors said that the market was in a bear market and was leading to a bear market in the wholesale sector. Presidential economic advisors said that the warehouse prices showed a 7.7 per cent rise in the past 12 months, but in the year before Presidential economic advisors said that the market was in a bear market and was leading to a bear market in the wholesale sector.

In the previous month, wholesale food and feed prices have risen at an average rate of 4 per cent in the year. However, Wayne Rutkow, executive secretary of the Board of Regents, says that the rise of 4.2 per cent compared with the rise of 4.0 per cent in the previous month "indicates that prices have become more stable and possibly moving away from the bear market," Rutkow said. Adding that the rise led to higher wholesale prices and possibly higher farm prices.

The rise of 4.2 per cent compared with the rise of 4.0 per cent in the previous month "indicates that prices have become more stable and possibly moving away from the bear market," Rutkow said. Adding that the rise led to higher wholesale prices and possibly higher farm prices.

Rutkow said it was a "satisfactory" result and "stems from the fact that the rise of 4.2 per cent compared with the rise of 4.0 per cent in the previous month indicates that prices have become more stable and possibly moving away from the bear market." Rutkow said.

The report added that wholesale prices have been rising at an average rate of 4 per cent in the year, which is 1.2 per cent higher than the rise of 2.8 per cent in the previous month. Rutkow said it was a "satisfactory" result and "stems from the fact that the rise of 4.2 per cent compared with the rise of 4.0 per cent in the previous month indicates that prices have become more stable and possibly moving away from the bear market." Rutkow said.

However, the report added that wholesale prices have been rising at an average rate of 4 per cent in the year, which is 1.2 per cent higher than the rise of 2.8 per cent in the previous month. Rutkow said it was a "satisfactory" result and "stems from the fact that the rise of 4.2 per cent compared with the rise of 4.0 per cent in the previous month indicates that prices have become more stable and possibly moving away from the bear market." Rutkow said.

The report added that wholesale prices have been rising at an average rate of 4 per cent in the year, which is 1.2 per cent higher than the rise of 2.8 per cent in the previous month. Rutkow said it was a "satisfactory" result and "stems from the fact that the rise of 4.2 per cent compared with the rise of 4.0 per cent in the previous month indicates that prices have become more stable and possibly moving away from the bear market." Rutkow said.
The University Lecture Committee—presents—

Bill Russell—Athlete of the Decade
Main Lounge, Iowa Memorial Union
October 17th, 8 P.M.

Free Tickets Available at the IMU Box Office Today
**Young help abounds when marijuana harvested**

**VANTHUR, KY. (AP) —** The marijuana is ready for har­vesting, said the students who nurtured it to ripen for the nation’s best physicians and scientists. But the “harvest” is a headache for Kentucky farmers, who have to deal with marijuana’s untold number of uses.

“Twas the night before Christmas, and all through the farm, not a farmer was stirring, not even a farmhand...

Two men were caught red-handed Wednesday afternoon, police said. They were charged after police searched their flotation device.

**Guilty**

Two men were caught near a bee hive Wednesday afternoon. Police said they were charged after police searched their flotation device.

**HURRY while there’s still something left to buy!**

There’s still two days left to...
Death penalty in America

You probably have never heard of Billy Dean Smith, but he is the subject of a protest that is gaining national attention. Smith is accused of killing two police officers in Iowa as part of a large-scale plot to overthrow the government.

Billy Dean Smith, a 25-year-old army veteran, is being held at a maximum-security prison in Des Moines, Iowa. His trial is set for next month, and he faces the possibility of the death penalty.

The case has sparked a debate about the fairness of capital punishment in the United States. Some argue that Smith's case is just one example of a system that is biased against minorities and the poor.

But others believe that Smith's actions justify his treatment as a menace to society.

Meanwhile, the family of the two officers who were killed in the attack continue to grieve and seek justice for their loved ones.

The story of Billy Dean Smith is just one example of the many controversies surrounding the death penalty in America. It will be watched closely as the case progresses, and the outcomes will have implications for the debate over capital punishment nationwide.
at aranged charge. Rain date is and refreshments at the from 9 to 12 p.m. Past members and the Com
TELEVISION LISTINGS
The Society is holding it's fourth meeting State.
10:30 p.m., 2, Tony Curtis and Barbara McNair. 
REMEMBER THE ELEGANT VS. THE HOAR.
FRIDAY, OCT. 6
12:30 p.m. 2, 4, 6 Day, The Professor. "Water Over the Dam." Part three.
10:30 p.m. 2, "Elegentic VS. The Hoar." Richard Boone's American eye-opener. This
SUNDAY, OCT. 8
12:30 p.m. 6, "The Professor." Part five.
WIDE ISLAMIC MEETING-UI PRAYERS-Friday at 12:30 p.m.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The League of Women Voters will have a small party at the Purdue Room. 
HAY-SKI-Club is having a hay ride. Past members and
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 4
8 p.m. 12, "The Professor." Part two.
KIAO Fiddlers-Club is having a hay ride. Past members and
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 4
8 p.m. 12, "The Professor." Part two.
The Liner: a tradition

By the University of Iowa campus

FRIDAY NITE GAGE MEMORIAL 3-point band with a good cause tonight

SATURDAY NITE WHITE CROSS AT THE PUB

By BOB DENNEY

The Hard Rock Inn, king of King Street, is in the air that brings to the Airline and main- street establishments in towns across the state, the popular white cross is in evidence.

KANSAS "The Crossroads of the Nation"

by James H. Williams

The writer recently visited the Hard Rock Inn, a popular watering hole in the downtown area of Kansas City, Missouri.

The atmosphere is lively, with a steady flow of patrons enjoying the music, drinks, and conversation.

"It's a place where people socialize and have a good time," said one frequent customer. 

The music is a mix of classic rock, blues, and jazz, performed by a talented local band.

The drinks are reasonably priced, with a wide selection of beers, wines, and cocktails.

The air conditioning and lighting are adequate, providing a comfortable environment.

The clientele is diverse, with people of all ages and backgrounds enjoying the venue.

The Hard Rock Inn is a popular spot for local events, including music performances and fundraiser nights.

The manager, who has been with the establishment for several years, said that the atmosphere is friendly and welcoming.

"People come here to unwind and have a good time," he said.

The Hard Rock Inn is a great example of the vibrant nightlife in Kansas City, and a destination for both locals and visitors alike.

The writer highly recommends a visit to the Hard Rock Inn for anyone looking to have a good time and enjoy some great music and drinks.
Pickin' and grinnin'

The Old Time Fiddlers Picnic is a voluntary affair. Blue Grass Union guitarist Carl Hoppe and banjo picker Bob Black warm up before they go on. Sitting in a chair in the background is the farmer who owned the lot that the picnic was held on.

The Fiddlers' picnic is a voluntary affair. Blue Grass Union guitarist Carl Hoppe and banjo picker Bob Black warm up before they go on. Sitting in a chair in the background is the farmer who owned the lot that the picnic was held on.

The Old Time Fiddlers Picnic is a voluntary affair. Blue Grass Union guitarist Carl Hoppe and banjo picker Bob Black warm up before they go on. Sitting in a chair in the background is the farmer who owned the lot that the picnic was held on.

Photos by Larry May, Dave Sazuk and Marge Rusenbaum.
'Father brought them all home: Paderewski, Rachmaninoff ...

New York Corner Grocer

By FRED T. SMITH

Fonda and crew view Viet Nam

Tranlated from French

Jane Fonda interrogating membership of crew about their work

Two American sailors. Two different views. The first, John B. Mount, a line-handling officer for the American Mutual Line. The other, Jane Fonda, a visitor to the ship, is a fiercely dedicated Vietnam Vista Peace Corps volunteer. She is a member of the Peace Corps, the American overseas service program.

The two have come together to impart their views on the war. Jane Fonda's role in the peace movement has been recognized by a number of organizations, including the American Veterans Against the War.

She is not a passive observer, but an active participant. She has been involved in the anti-war movement for several years and has traveled extensively to support the cause.

On the other hand, John B. Mount is a veteran of the Vietnam War and a member of the American Veterans for Peace. He is critical of the Vietnam War and believes that the United States should withdraw its forces as soon as possible.

The two perspectives highlight the different views of the war that exist within American society. While some believe in the necessity of military intervention, others believe in the necessity of peaceful solutions.

Pogo

Irving Kristol

Fellini's THE CLOWNS

"The Clowns is not to be missed." —New York Post

FRIDAY 7, 9, 11 P.M.
SATURDAY 7, 9, 11 P.M.
SUNDAY 7, 9, 7 P.M.

ILLINOIS ROOM, IMU Admission $1.00

NOTE—Due to the October 11th festival—Joe Taime, Joe Taime with Wayne Plo, Otto Strigl and Barry St. at 7, 9, 11 P.M.

The Rain People

will be shown on Sat. and Sun.
Hawks out to break 11-tilt Purdue jinx

By BOB EVER

Staff Writer

"The Hawks can't afford any slips, but that's why they are ranked No. 11," said Purdue coach Jim O'Brien. "The Hawkeyes are tough and will be a challenge for us.

The bookies have given the Hawkeys a 5.5-point advantage over the Boilermakers. The Hawkeys won their last meeting against the Boilermakers last year, 28-25.

"I'm looking forward to this one," said Iowa coach Hayden Fry. "Purdue is a tough team and we need to play our best if we want to win.

For the Hawkeys, this game is a chance to prove themselves against a tough conference opponent. They will need to play well on both offense and defense.

On offense, the Hawkeys will need to have a strong running game and take advantage of any weaknesses in the Purdue defense. On defense, they will need to stop the Boilermakers' run game and force them to pass.

The game will be played on Saturday at 3:00 PM at Kinnick Stadium. It will be a tough game, but the Hawkeys are looking forward to the challenge.

Ois Armstrong

Run it again...

By Dan McDonald

Iowa Football Fande

The "Run It Again..." series has been a staple of Iowa football season for years. The series is designed to give fans a chance to relive the great games of the Hawkeys' history.

The series consists of ten games, each featuring a different game from the Hawkeys' past. The games will be played in the order of their occurrence, with the most recent game being played first.

The series is open to all ages and will be held at Kinnick Stadium. The games will be played at 7:00 PM on Wednesdays.

The series will feature a special guest speaker at each game, with former players and coaches sharing their memories of the games.

The series is sponsored by the Iowa Football Fande and is open to the public.

The series will conclude on December 30th, with the final game being played at the Rose Bowl.

Frank Holmes

Rental A New Piano

ONLY '10

HILTBRUNNER'S

1080 North Hickory St., Des Moines, IA

(515) 285-1010

Mention this advertisement when you visit our store and receive 10% off any piano purchase.

NOW...

EWERS FOOTWEAR

UNIVERSAL RENWAL

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

SALE

SAVE 25% to 60%

ON QUALITY BRAND SHOES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

ALL MEN'S SHOES

NOW

1/2 PRICE

• We welcome Master Charge and Bank Americard
• No new charge accounts
• No mail or phone orders
• All sales final

OPEN MON. NOON 'TIL 9 PM ALL OTHER DAYS 9-5

EWERS FOOTWEAR

107 South Clinton

FROM THE DEPARTMENT STORES

Finding Sign Up

Mooers Twins Memorial Frank Quinn, Doran Camden College

Handbags, paper and wire, and the twins with the twins, Soldier, Billy Martin of Denton, Key Apparatus and Riddles.

Two shoes for Boston were all signed onbar at last year another.

AP Wirephotos

Thindad runs Saturday

Iowa's three conference games last Saturday, the Hawkeyes lost to Michigan State and then Purdue. The Hawkeyes were down by 13 at half time against Purdue, but came back to win.

The Hawkeys will try to continue their winning streak against the Boilermakers, who are currently ranked 11th in the nation.

The game will be played on Saturday at 3:00 PM at Kinnick Stadium. It will be a tough game, but the Hawkeys are looking forward to the challenge.

For those who would like more information, without a doubt, with a game against the Hawkeyes, have been scheduled.

The game will be played on Saturday at 3:00 PM at Kinnick Stadium. It will be a tough game, but the Hawkeys are looking forward to the challenge.

For those who would like more information, without a doubt, with a game against the Hawkeyes, have been scheduled.
On the line....
By Townsend Hoopes III
and Bernie Owens

Navy 2-1 at Michigan 3-0

Navy Coach Rick Pavone says this is the best Navy squad in several years. The midshipmen are all in a good start going into only Penn State game.

Northwestern 1-2 at Wisconsin 2-1

In the only conference game being played this weekend besides the Iowa Purdue tie, both Northwesterns and Wisconsin will be looking for their conference victories.

Indiana 2-1 at Syracuse 2-2

Several of the "Cardio Kids," in the top fitness group in the United States, played two teams which were on the list of the top four. If the true to Ted McCauley, how Rolling and Greek Banking continues to win games and off the line, you can bet the teams in Syracuse again will become scarce once again.

Kansai 2-1 at Minnesota 0-3

Minnesota will be the ones to save their third and final game for the most conference schedule again at the Eight teams.

NBA rules experiment

NEW YORK (AP) - National Basketball Association Association commissioners announced Thursday that two-year powerhouses of the Pacific-10 conference have been brought down by the NBA rules experiment. The major experiment which was unanimously approved by the NBA Board of Governors, eliminates the playing of nonconference teams in each period. Instead, the teams which are invited will be able to create the schedule for their nonconference season wherever the field is located, without any sanctions.

Tokan can't forget tendons

CINCINNATI (AP) - Bobby Tokan played baseball with an easy grace that belied his 18 years. The Cincinnati Reds pitcher helped his high school team win the sectional, and second in the district.

Surfing

That's where the fun begins. The first day, surfers will be able to ride waves, and then, on the second day, will start a race to the goal line once.

1M Corner
By Bob Denney

DU machine

Delta Upland, the defending Big Ten title holder, had its third straight victory West Bend yesterday. The Big Ten machine is only weeks away. and it looks professional fraternity power. It started off pretty easy when the playoffs come around. That's where the fun begins.

Rice scored on Saturday winners. Arizona, Colorado, Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, KSU, and Nebraska, are all good. After another shootout with the Rams, it is only weeks away. and it looks professional fraternity power.
Lucey. phototherapy in the Conference on babies who are developing dings Dr. Jerold Lucey, a more healthy-looking hue Iowa Pediatrics Hospitals also use phototherapy developed enzyme system. The infant has not matured enough to manufacture the liver damages retinal cells. When bilirubin is not excreted its baby's eyelids and his sky drinking may cause damage to Alcoholism "hurts heart" Boston (AP) - Heavy drinking may cause damage to the heart equally, a team of da...